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Summary
Netflix has a referral program but isn’t very successful. In this case study we are going
to see strategies Netflix can adopt to increase the conversion rate for Netflix's referral
program in India. Approaching the problem using the BUS framework. First, we will
discuss the business objective. Second, we will analyze users and the problems we
could solve for them. And third, we will look into solutions and make a recommendation.

Bus Framework

Business Objective
The overall OTT market in India is expected to grow at 21.8% CAGR. Netflix competes
with the likes of Disney, Amazon, Hotstar and over 30 additional services in India. To
compete in this market Netflix needs to adopt customer acquisition strategies. As per a
Nielsen study, 92% of the customers trust recommendations from people close to them.
A successful referral program can viral Netflix’s growth in India. The business objective
for Netflix's referral program is:
● To increase the market share in Indian OTT market
● To gain more subscribers
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Netflix's Strategies in India

User Objective
● The Indian market is price sensitive and a referral program will help Netflix to
remove the mental barrier for users. Reducing the uncertainties in people's mind
by letting them try your product will help Netflix to acquire new customers
● Having a friend’s proof is a convenient shortcut that users take to determine how
to behave. When they are unsure or when the situation is ambiguous, they are
most likely to look and accept the actions of others as correct. A recommendation
from a friend is more trusted and users will have less resistance to try out the
product
● Users like to share the product they enjoy with their friends. Having the ability to
refer will increase customer loyalty
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Solution Approach
Using the FOG behaviour model to make the process of making a purchase simple and easier.
The FOG behaviour model states the equation ‘B=MAT’. The concept it communicates is as
simple as the equation itself. ‘Behaviour’ is the word Fogg uses to describe an action that
someone might do. Fogg suggests that three things are needed: motivation, ability and a trigger.
When these three things come together, people are capable of acting a certain behaviour.

Features Suggestion
● Personalising the referral link: When users get a personalised link which can
be done by including the user name in the referral link makes the user more
invested and motivated to share the link with their friends. This creates a sense
of belonging and users are more likely to share it with their friends.
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● Improving the prompt: Users tend to follow what their friends are following.
Adding lines like 10 million people are already on netflix or giving an option for
referee to add a personalised message with their favourite program mentioned in
the message can increase the motivation for the referred user to join Netflix

● Getting an Instagram plug-in: Like how Spotify allows sharing on Instagram
about what a user is listening to with their friends, and a direct link back to the
Spotify app for others to find the song. Netflix can also do something similar. It
will make it easier for users to share a recommendation this way and also, it is
more fun so the motivation is also high for sharing.

Spotify Plugin on Instagram
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● Rewards and incentives: Incentives are basically what you can give users
within your power that rewards their behavior and entices them to further
action.Each time a user shares a referral and the referred customer joins a
platform Netflix can share a variable reward in form of a scratch card. The
rewards can range from a few days free subscription to provide a discount in the
future. A variable reward keeps the user hooked. For ex, how Google pay does it
after every payment made through their app.
● Asking users to refer their favourite show to friends: Giving an option to
users to share their favourite show with friends when they are watching the show.
This can be done by sending an email notification to the users.
“Enjoy watching Dark? Make the experience by inviting friends to watch it with
you!”
● Launching “ Watch Netflix Together”: As Amazon party does it, enabling users
to watch Netflix with your friends and loved ones online. This feature will help
more users to get on board as recommendation from a friend + watching with
friends will motivate them to try Netflix.

Amazon Watch Party

Prioritization
To ensure bias-free prioritization of ideas, utilising the ICE framework for prioritization
with some educated assumptions in place.
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ICE Framework - The ICE scoring model is a prioritization framework designed to help
product managers determine which products, features, and other initiatives to put on
their roadmaps by scoring these items according to four factors. These factors, which
form the acronym ICE, are impact, confidence, and ease.
Formula - (I+C+E)/3

Idea

Impact

Confidence Ease

Score

Personalising the referral link

8

6

8

7.3

Personalising the message

7

7

10

8.0

Instagram plug in

8

8

7

7.7

Netflix watch together

9

7

5

7.0

Rewards and incentives

10

8

7

8.3

8

9

8.3

Asking users to refer their favourite show
to friends
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Conclusion
From scoring using ICE prioritisation, asking users to refer their favourite show to
friends and starting rewards system is going to be a quick win for netflix referral
program. India being a price sensitive country referral rewards is going to motivate
users to bring more of their friends on the platform.

